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Chapter 1 : Creating, writing and editing same text file in java - Stack Overflow
I want to delete some content of file using java program as below. Is this the write method to replace in the same file or it
should be copied to the another file. But its deleting the all conte.

You will have to use different class files to modify XLSX files, and hence I thought I would provide a separate
example for this. You will need POI v3. Let us create a sample XLSX document.. For us to work on a
example, we need an input file. So, let us create a simple Excel workbook. The rows you need to add to the
workbook is provided below: We will see how to do this using POI. Power up your favourite Java code editor,
and we are ready to go.. Here is a step by step guide. We cannot edit the file directly, as how you do in MS
Office. You need logical POI objects to read the document. A simple code fragment is shown below: In POI,
the starting point is 0,0. So, the data we need to update is in Row 2 and Column Number 1. Here is how to
access the Cell and update it to the value we want.. It is important to note that updating documents works
differently in POI. You read the document first, and take the workbook as an object. You have to close the
document, and then "write" the update back to the same document. That is the reason, why you need to close
the InputStream. Once this is done, you can create a new OutputStream and write the updates to it. The code
fragment is given below: And our row is updated.. Exception in thread "main" java. You need to close that, so
that POI can update it. As a last note ,you need different JAR files to compile and run this example. A sample
compilation and run example is given below: If you are stuck, show us where and we will solve it for you.
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Chapter 2 : replacing content in a file (Beginning Java forum at Coderanch)
Join Stack Overflow to learn, share knowledge, and build your career.

Consult the installation instructions. You can easily adapt these instructions if you use a different text editor.
To create this program, you will: Create a source file A source file contains code, written in the Java
programming language, that you and other programmers can understand. You can use any text editor to create
and edit source files. Compile the source file into a. The instructions contained within this file are known as
bytecodes. Run the program The Java application launcher tool java uses the Java virtual machine to run your
application. Create a Source File To create a source file, you have two options: You can save the file
HelloWorldApp. Then, you can go straight to Compile the Source File into a. Or, you can use the following
longer instructions. First, start your editor. In a new document, type in the following code: Type all code,
commands, and file names exactly as shown. Both the compiler javac and launcher java are case-sensitive, so
you must capitalize consistently. HelloWorldApp is not the same as helloworldapp. Save the code in a file
with the name HelloWorldApp. Then, in the Save As dialog box: In this example, the directory is
myapplication on the C drive. In the File name text field, type "HelloWorldApp. The Save As dialog just
before you click Save. Now click Save, and exit Notepad. Compile the Source File into a. You can do this
from the Start menu by choosing Run The shell window should look similar to the following figure. The
prompt shows your current directory. When you bring up the prompt, your current directory is usually your
home directory for Windows XP as shown in the preceding figure. To compile your source file, change your
current directory to the directory where your file is located. For example, if your source directory is
myapplication on the C drive, type the following command at the prompt and press Enter: To change to a
directory on a different drive, you must type an extra command: For example, to change to the myapplication
directory on the D drive, you must enter D: At the prompt, type the following command and press Enter. At
the prompt, type dir to see the new file that was generated as follows: If you encounter problems with the
instructions in this step, consult the Common Problems and Their Solutions. Run the Program In the same
directory, enter the following command at the prompt: HelloWorldApp You should see the following on your
screen:
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Chapter 3 : I want to open a text file and edit a specific line in java - Stack Overflow
There is no easy way to edit class file, because class files are binaries (you won't find source code in there. maybe
some strings, but not java code). To edit your class file you can use a tool like classeditor.

Launch the Eclipse IDE if it is not currently running. Return to Step 1 of this tutorial if you need help
completing this step. We need to create a source file where we will write our program. Another window will
be displayed. Then click in the text box labeled "Name: This step will create a new file named HelloWorld. It
will also open a tabbed window where you can edit the HelloWorld. Enter the following text into the
HelloWorld. As you edit the file, you may notice red underlines appearing. If you follow the above and type
the code correctly, the red lines will eventually disappear, though it is normal for some to appear as you are
writing programs. If there are still some left, compare the above image with the file you wrote until you find
the difference. You can align the braces as shown in the code examples in the textbook or align them as shown
in the code above. The difference with the code above will not cause problems. Just as your word processor
only knows how to spell and the rudiments of grammar, it does not how to write an essay. For a simple
program like the above, it may very well work as soon as it is recognized as a valid Java program, but for
more complicated programs, validity is only the tip of the iceberg. For example, if you put a left parenthesis ,
it will follow it up with a right parenthesis. You can keep on typing and fill in the space between the
parentheses. Adding the following file header to the top of the file and fill in the fields appropriately. The Title
is the name of the overall program HelloWorld in this case and Files is the list of source files you created just
HelloWorld. A file header must be included with all of the files you hand in. Instead of typing the header
yourself you can select click and drag over the text the text below and choose "Copy" from the "Edit" menu,
or hold Ctrl and press C on your keyboard. Then put the insertion point at the top of your HelloWorld. The
more often you save your work, the less work you will have to recreate in the event of a system crash or other
interruption in your work. You save the file by clicking on the disk icon. Now, is a good time to have you add
a class comment after the file header and before the start of the class construct and a method comment before
the start of the main method definition to your source code. The next step will be to run the program.
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Chapter 4 : How to change file extension at runtime in Java - Stack Overflow
This is actually just a simple change from your current code. First, initialize your FileWriter without the append (since you
don't want to just append to the end of the file, which is what you're doing now).

He also likes retro technology, classic cars and in his spare time enjoys traveling. Our developers spend a lot
of time buried in Java code and we use a a variety of different IDEs Intergrated Development Environments to
develop Java code, so I thought it would be good to compile a list of the best free IDEs out there for Java
programmers, developers and coders. In this article I will be taking a look at 11 different IDEs. Everyone has
different requirements and we feel one of the strengths of the Java world is the choice available. These IDEs
offer a variety of features, like: NetBeans is modular in design. NetBeans has now moved to Apache, making
it easier for people to get involved and contribute. They have a new website explaining more about Apache
NetBeans. It is also released under a dual license. It can also be used for working with Cloud applications. It is
mostly written in Java. Eclipse lets you create various cross-platform Java applications for use on mobile,
web, desktop and enterprise domains. It also contains a base workspace with an extensible plug-in system for
customizing the IDE to suit your needs. Through plugins you can develop applications in other programming
languages. It is lightweight in design and comes with useful features like JUnit testing, TestNG, debugging,
code inspections, code completion, and support for multiple refactoring. There are some features missing from
the Community Edition. If you require more you can buy a license to unlock all the features. However it is
capable of running and editing some Java code. It has expanded template support for Google Services and
various device types and a rich layout editor with support for theme editing. It also has Lint tools to catch
performance, usability, version compatibility, and other problems. Android Studio also comes with ProGuard
and app-signing capabilities. It also features built-in support for Google Cloud Platform. Projects can be
configured to use specific Java Development Kits. Android Studio is freely available under the Apache
License 2. Enide Studio Enide Studio version 0. However later changes saw it develop a Tool Suite for Node.
This is available from the Eclipse plugin store and from the main website. Enide Studio Plugin includes: It has
been mainly developed for educational purposes. However it is also suitable for those who wish to do
small-scale software development. BlueJ is mainly developed for the teaching of object-oriented
programming. Its design differs from other development environments as a result. The main screen graphically
shows the class structure of an application under development. Objects can be interactively created and tested.
This interaction facility, combined with a clean, simple user interface, allows easy experimentation with
objects under development. This allows beginners to get started more quickly, and without being
overwhelmed. Newbie users can check values and call methods on objects. They can also pass them as
parameters and Java expressions can be invoked without compiling. The BlueJ project is free and open source
software. There is also a site full of teaching resources. It can also run without installation from a USB stick.
Most people argue that jEdit beats many expensive development tools for features and ease of use. In
particular the jEdit core comes with a built-in macro language. This is an extensible plugin architecture.
Hundreds of macros and plugins are available. There is also an auto indent function, and syntax highlighting
for more than languages. It has support for a large number of character encodings including UTF8 and
Unicode. Plus folding for selectively hiding regions of text, word wrap, and more. It is released as free
software with full source code, provided under the terms of the GPL 2. It is capable of producing static
visualizations of source code structure and visualizations of data structures at runtime. As are UML class
diagrams for Java. It has dynamic object viewers and a viewer canvas. This works in conjunction with an
integrated debugger and workbench for Java. The viewers have a built in feature that allows them to identify
data structures. This means they can recognize objects that represent traditional data structures. For example
stacks, queues, linked lists, binary trees, and hash tables. These can then be displayed appropriately. It can run
on any platform that can run a Java Virtual Machine Java version 1. It is a good option for Java developers and
programmers. JSource is useful for creating cross-platform Java applications for various domains. It is
extremely lightweight. You can use JSource to run, compile, edit and create Java files. Its main features are
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syntax highlighting for multiple languages and Java Swing components. Plus you can incorporate other open
source Java tools used for rapid development. These tools have been modified to work with the core JSource
structure. JDeveloper can be used for coding, debugging, optimization and profiling to deploying. This is an
end-to-end Java EE-based framework that further simplifies application development. JDeveloper comes in 3
flavors. The Java Edition comes with out of the box Java Support. DrJava DrJava is an extremely lightweight
development environment for writing Java programs. It has been designed primarily for students. There is an
intuitive interface and the ability to interactively evaluate Java code. It is best used as a unit testing tool,
source level debugger, or interactive pane for evaluating text of the program. There is an intelligent program
editor and it can be used for more depending on your requirements. It is available for free under the BSD
License. What IDE do you use, let us know! If your interested in IDE articles take a look at:
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Chapter 5 : How to Read PDF File in Java | racedaydvl.com
I haven't done this in Java recently, but writing an entire file into memory seems like a bad idea. The best idea that I can
come up with is open a temporary file in writing mode at the same time, and for each line, read it, modify if necessary,
then write into the temporary file.

Open a Java class file binary to view or edit strings, attributes, methods and generate readable reports similar
to the javap utility. In built verifier checks changes before saving the file. This is a tool to open Java class file
binaries, view their internal structure, modify portions of it if required and save the class file back. It also
generates readable reports similar to the javap utility. The user interface tries to display as much detail as
possible and tries to present a structure as close as the actual Java class file structure. At the same time ease of
use and class file consistency while doing modifications is also stressed. For example, when a method is
deleted, the associated constant pool entry will also be deleted if it is no longer referenced. This tool has been
used by people learning Java class file internals. This tool has also been used to do quick modifications in
class files when the source code is not available. Some broad level requirements that this tool is based on are:
Intuitive Graphical User Interface: The user interface should be clean and intuitive. Screens should not be
crowded. Components like tab panels should be used wherever appropriate to reduce screen clutter. Clear
separation for the Novice and Power User: The features should be so arranged that the novice user can reach
the required option easily, while all features are available for the power user deeper down the screen hierarchy.
The core engine should be able to detect cascading changes if any and confirm all changes before proceeding.
Consistency check should be provided. Providing this check at all stages might not be feasible. To handle such
cases the user should be given control to do this check optionally. Facility to switch off consistency check:
Why on earth would somebody want this? Well, to test the Java Virtual Machine itself, to see how well it
stands up to errors in the class file. The Java compiler would never produce an invalid class file. This is
probably the only way to do it. It should be possible to create classes out of scratch using this tool. This will
serve as a useful tool for learning the Java Virtual Machine instructions. Facility to examine compiler specific
attributes: Some compilers put attributes specific to their product to facilitate debugging and other product
specific features. For example, the compiler might embed an entry to the source file browser file or may be a
line number attribute in the class method descriptions. This utility should be able to detect, display and
manipulate such features wherever possible.
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Chapter 6 : ClassEditor - Java Class File Editor
To edit file in java we need to search text which replace with new text. indexOf() method will search text in java and
append() method will modify old content in string. This example will explain how to edit file in java and modify text in file
by java.

The Java syntax coloring scheme and other provided syntax coloring schemes are fully editable. The File
Navigator makes it easy to find relevant sections of code. The Java file navigation scheme and other provided
file navigation schemes are fully editable. The scheme not only builds the class tree. It also makes classes,
methods and other blocks foldable with a single click. With EditPad Pro you can easily open and edit many
Java files at the same time. Arrange Java files into multiple projects to open them at once and edit them
together. Open all files in a folder and its subfolders into a project. Quickly switch between files and projects
by clicking on their tabs. Move back and forth with the handy "previous editing position" and "previously
edited file" commands. Manage long lists of text files and large projects with the handy file manager sidebar
which can rename, move, copy and delete files. Such a snippet can be a Java statement, a block of Java code,
or anything you want. Clips can consist of "before" and "after" parts to be inserted around a selection, which is
very convenient for inserting block statements around a selected block. EditPad Pro sports one of the most
extensive search-and-replace features of any text editor. Quickly find the part of the file you want to edit.
Highlight matches, fold lines, and skip over matches and files. Instantly make many replacements throughout
a rectangular selection, file, project, or all files in all projects. Use regular expressions and adaptive case
options for powerful and dynamic search terms and replacements. Record and play back keystroke macros to
reduce repetitive tasks to a single key combination. Record a search as part of a macro to instantly edit all
search matches in any particular way. Save any number of macros to build your own library of high-octane
text editing wizards. Any menu item or keystroke can be recorded. The File History shows you the backup
copies for the current file. You can easily open and compare backups, as well as save specific milestone
copies. Compare any two files to get a view of the differences between two files, or check which changes were
made between two backup copies of the same file. Very convenient for rolling back inappropriate changes you
made to a file, or for double-checking the changes somebody else made to a file you sent them. Use
rectangular selections to easily edit columns of text. Any editing command that works on a usual linear
selection also works on a rectangular selection. Shift and insert columns left and right, move blocks up and
down, fill and indent blocks, etc. Handy commands to begin, end, shrink and expand selections make it easy to
work with blocks spanning many pages. Easily edit all kinds of lists with handy commands to sort lines
alphabetically and delete duplicate lines. Use these commands with rectangular selections to sort and trim lists
of multiple columns on one of the columns. Quickly comment or uncomment code with the Comment,
Uncomment and Toggle Comment commands. They even work with rectangular selections, allowing you to
insert or remove comment characters at specific columns. Convert files between any of these encodings.
Chapter 7 : Update / Modify XLSX Files in Java POI Example Program | ThinkTibits!
GanMatt wrote: "- What is the code to open, edit classes and add resources within it from your java application?" Using
classes from the racedaydvl.com package you can read from a jar file and you can write to a jar file.

Chapter 8 : Why is Java under Program Files and Windows? - Microsoft Community
A file with the JAVA file extension (or less commonly racedaydvl.com suffix) is a Java Source Code file written in the
Java programming language. It's a plain text file format that's completely readable in a text editor and essential to the
entire process of building Java applications.

Chapter 9 : Coder's Editor to Edit Java Source Code
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I am trying to implement program to zip and unzip a file. All I want to do is to zip a file (racedaydvl.comtension) with
name as racedaydvl.com and on unzipping change it again to racedaydvl.comten.
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